
Scouting review: Waiting for a breakout

The first branch of the TokenStars business is the tokenization of

beginner, but promising tennis players. We receive applications from

athletes, their relatives, or other industry participants. Then our experts

assess all the basic elements of the game and proficiency in various

approaches (for example, defensive or offensive strategies). After

passing the assessment stage, as well as the voting of the token holders,

we conclude a contract and provide funding to successful candidates.

From the age of 8 to the age of 18, before young players first start earning prize

money at the tournaments, they need to spend significant amounts of money:

● to travel to tournaments (and receive ranking points)

● to study at a professional tennis academy

● to train with a professional coach and a full-time hitting partner

● to rent the courts

● to buy equipment to buy advanced medical insurance, etc.

Lack of funding is a typical problem that almost all current stars face as juniors. The

estimation of training costs for a junior is about $100,000 a year. That is partially

covered by federations, income that comes from small clothing and racquet contracts

and agencies, like IMG, CAA, or Octagon.



Togan Tokac
Togan almost made it to the first hundred in the ITF rankings. Now he is at the 115th

position.

In January, Togan Tokac took part in the Antalya Open qualifiers. It is a tournament

of the ATP Tour 250 series with a €361,800 prize fund.  16-year-old Togan played

against Blaz Kavcic (former 68th in the world) and lost 2-6 2-6. Togan became the

youngest player in Turkey to enter a tournament of this magnitude.

In June, Togan Tokac became the champion in the 18-year-old national team

tournament. In September, Togan took part in the ATP Challenger Tour match. So

far, Togan is only trying his hand at high-level tournaments, but we believe that soon

this experience will begin to bring measurable results.
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Ibrokhimjon Urinov
Ibrokhimjon already has experience in adult tennis. Since the beginning of the year,

he has managed to earn $ 416 in the singles and $ 376 in the doubles. He mainly

plays in M15 and M25 tournaments.

Margarita Andreyuk
With the onset of 2021, Margarita began her first steps in adult tennis, taking part in

two tournaments in Shymkent. Margarita also continues to participate in youth

tournaments and took part in five such tournaments, including level 2, the second in

difficulty. In addition, Margarita became a doubles finalist at the Bishkek

tournament and a semi-finalist in Skopje.

Valeriia Olianovskaia
Since the beginning of the year, Valeriia has won $ 9,745. She actively takes part in

ITF tournaments, and also participated in the WTA 250 event in Gdynia.

Valeriia shows positive dynamics and fast progress. We are glad to see this result and

continue to monitor the development of the situation.
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Melissa Boyden
Since the beginning of 2021, Melissa has played nine junior tournaments. Twice she

reached the final of the main draw, at tournaments in Rotterdam and Skopje. We

also congratulate Melissa with her doubles title this summer.

After a successful performance at the junior level, Melissa will move to the "senior

league". This transition is rarely easy for athletes, but we have reason to believe that

the first results will be as early as next year.
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